What our students say about our school!

**PREPS**

Cooper
I really like Southern Cross Primary School because it has a good hall. I also like Sport!

Hadisa
I really like Southern Cross Primary because we have lots of fun and get to play on playground equipment!

**YEAR 1**

Najim
I really like Southern Cross Primary School because it is fun to play footy with my friends. I also enjoy Math and Sport!

Jaydean
I really like Southern Cross Primary School because it is a great school to be at as we do lots of fun stuff. I also like learning about English!

**YEAR 2**

Mustafa
I really like Southern Cross Primary School because it is fun to play footy with my friends. I also like helping them. I enjoy learning about maths!

Clarissa
I really like Southern Cross Primary School because I have nice friends and the teachers are really nice. I like learning about maths!

**YEAR 3**

Johnny
I really like Southern Cross Primary School because it is a small school and I have lots of friends and there are no bullies. I also like doing Maths and English with my teachers!

Loretta
I really like Southern Cross Primary School because it is fun and you make lots of friends. I also like it because I like doing Maths!

**YEAR 4**

Locky
I really like Southern Cross Primary School because I do lots of fun work and there is lots of nice kids to play with!

Sabrina
I really like Southern Cross Primary School because it’s fun and their are lots of nice kids here. I also like doing lots of lovely work!

**YEAR 5**

Billy
I really like Southern Cross Primary School because I have lots of friends and I enjoy learning about new and interesting things!

Zohra
I like coming to Southern Cross because I feel safe and I have lots of friends. I also like doing Art and English!

**YEAR 6**

Daniel
I really like Southern Cross Primary School because we have really good teachers and I have lots of friends. It is smaller so you get to know everybody!

Fiona
I really like Southern Cross Primary School because I have an opportunity to learn lots of new and interesting things and our teachers make it fun!

Dylan
I really like Southern Cross Primary School because the work we do is fun and interesting. I also enjoy sport.

Charlee
I really like Southern Cross Primary School as it has really nice teachers and it is a great place to learn!